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If folks got wonder here and this is the encrypt pod cast today I'm putting up a debate from smack double in the debate was with my friend Simon Carly Simon is brilliant and pithy and so much fun to debate with in fact I would say one of the best things to come out of smack in general was that I struck up a friendship with Simon and the other amazing folks from scene and ones I probably never would have met them otherwise and I just count myself so to have them in my foam life so Simon and I were given the topic of the M. is a failed paradigm I took the pro Simon took the con and we had a lot of fun with it and you're going to enjoy it now what I was supposed to get at the actual debate was a two minute rebuttal but for whatever reason the person moderating the debate forgot about it in the excitement and flush of the event itself so I did not get my rebuttal but luckily I have a podcast so I'm going to after debate give you my two minute rebuttal so stay tuned for that so after Simon finishes don't disappear because well maybe you want to disappear and knock yourself out but if you want to hear my rebuttal then stick around it'll be there at the end OK Let's get right to it.  I think I can start to announce the free.  Of the fittest debate if that would please your ANA And also yes I do apologize most profoundly for the submissive.  Now to the cult like it I think which is basically the the him that it was being used yesterday B. If C. I think if somebody you know what I'm talking about I think it would just go to the big bad lot because many ladies.  But we have is emergency medicine a failed paradigm Yes thirteen percent No eighty seven percent.  So by the end all of these that debate please try and poll again and we shall see.  OK So with that I'm going to tell you a little bit about this our first fight two heavyweight champions Scott Weingarten and Simon Carly their topic is emergency medicine is a failed paradigm Scott as you know Simon as you know both are very young in their career they're just starting out is to try to give them a little bit of applause try to give them a little bit of encourage Mitt they're just getting going their careers big round of applause for Scott Simon.  Thank.  You.  I don't think anybody wants to see that here.  Have to see my friend I will.  So I'm pro for the fact that emergency medicine is a failed paradigm at least the North America and I suspect in the U.K. as well maybe Simon will educate me.  The problem is emergency physicians are not a failed paradigm emergency physicians are fuckin incredible.  Thank you.  And that's the problem is no matter how bad things get no matter how ridiculous your profession you'll just find a way to make it work but at some point that's not going to continue at some point to get so bad that you'll realize it's not your fault it's the fault of your specialty.  This is a talk about stories the stories we tell ourselves the stories the hospital tell us about us the stories we tell.  Patients.  At the beginning of emergency medicine I was told this was the story they were telling.  There are a lot of sick patients out there.  We're going to make a specialty to take care of them.  Then since there's probably to be some downtime and there's some not sick patients that show up when we get to them after take care of the sick ones we'll see them as well and if there's too many sick patients they could wait a little while seems like a good story there are some critically ill patients in there as well and the system was designed for them to stay twenty thirty minutes in the department the emergency physician would stabilize them send him up to the I.C.U..  When these were our boxes everything seemed to be pretty can coordinate with the story we told ourselves and the reality.  But then some extra boxes came.  There was this box on the far right.  And then there is this box patients critically ill staying way beyond twenty minutes thirty minutes now the real problem is that these two boxes they don't get along so well.  They don't get along and flow they don't get along in time management but perhaps most importantly they don't get along in the mindset of the position that has to take care of both of those boxes it's very difficult to do both it's very difficult to be good at both.  Which boxes the U.N. tend to fight with when you tell the story of what you are are you a doctor that takes care of sick patients because if you are then your story doesn't mesh with reality because that's not what you do very much.  For some places some E.D.S. that's actually what they do I worked in one of those C.D.'s.  My previous shop I don't.  Hurst we took care of sick patients.  The stories and reality met your story might be that you want to be the primary care doctor for a huge swath of the population that doesn't want to go somewhere else you're just fine your specialty is not failing you but if you're telling yourself you take care of sick patients you might have a problem.  Ask yourself which box is the system once optimized.  This is a fantastic quote Peter bad on every system is perfectly designed to get the results against it's almost a tautology but it's absolutely true it's not that the system is broken the system is getting what it wants and this one what gets measured gets managed what does get measured in emergency medicine where are the incentives what are we told we should do by all the regulations at least in North America Canada they tell you patient wait times matter and here's what I'll tell you if you want to see an E.G.D. taste good scare of sick patients then the patients in the waiting room are waiting twelve to sixteen hours.  Or they're just not busy enough to take care of sick patients because if they're both busy enough to be good at it and actually caring about those patients then wait times go out the window because the sick go first.  Patient satisfaction I'm all for making my patients happy I want them to leave satisfied but the things they are satisfied on are not the things that I care about as an emergency physician going to the e should be the worst day of your life it should suck.  But if you leave Thanks if you leave better or we figure out what's wrong with you and fix it or we put you in the hospital appropriately then you should be satisfied and if youth.  It's going to be a spa experience if you think it's a five star hotel then you are deluded but that's what the system once they want patients to go home with a big smile on their face because people greeted them nicely and treated them instantly the only patients that'll happen on are the not sick patients in Canada there's something called a patient Improvement Act.  Level four and five treat the patients with barely anything wrong with them at all must be seen within two hours.  Everyone else no regs that's worrisome for our rule and Simon's neck of the woods you need to get patients out of the department within four hours who is that optimizing it means The becomes a Triology officer for the sick patients and they scurry around trying to get the not sick ones out within those four hours what is that optimizing.  What hospitals think we're experts on find out what your hospital where they go when they want to find out about airway most places anesthesia sick patients intensive care units they want to find out about trauma they go to a surgeon because the story day tell themselves about emergency physicians is not the story you tell yourself.  What stories do we tell the families of our critically ill patients we tell them we're going to provide the best care for your loved one but unless you have one nurse for every two patients who are critically ill the story is a lie.  Is there a better way Well there's two ways we could fix this story reality mismatch we could change the system or we could change the doctors in emergency medicine changing the system would be just fine E.-M. becomes a specialty of resuscitation and acute critical care you could hire internal medicine and family practice doctors in the easy to see the patients that are not sick or not that sick.  And then you incentivize the care of sickest patients first you make that the metrics by which we're all.  You say it's a pipe dream it happens in Japan it can happen but I have no hope it will the system is too strong and it wants what it wants so then what will what can we fix we can fix the doctors stop calling it emergency medicine that was our first mistake when I first started in the profession we were called E.R. doctors and people look at this is a slight as a as a way of aligning the specialty but this is the biggest truth out there because that's what we do these were doctors that took care of any patient that came to the emergency department or the emergency room that's what we were and at some point there is a political shift to emergency medicine that sells the wrong story it should be E.D.M. emergency department medicine because that's what we do we don't take care of emergencies we take care of every single patient that comes to the emergency department that would be a story that matched reality and that could be a story you could get behind because there's a beauty in that and then you start recruiting E.D.M. doctors for what they'll actually be doing you don't tell them lies you don't teach them about all of the sexy critical care and pretend that's going to be ninety nine percent of their practice you tell them here's the job you do you want to work there and then train them for those things we need to specialize in E.D.M. or generalize because we'll be the last generalist and what we actually see primary care hypertension diabetes mental health drug addiction and of life planning.  Keep training in acute resuscitation and stabilization but don't tell them they're going to be taking care of those patients for a few hours like we're doing now you need to know the skills for those first twenty minutes.  So you're saying I would never want to do that job and once you agree you probably wouldn't but the new people coming in would.  As to what to do the current crop will figure it out but at least the future generations aren't being sold the same bill of goods that we were.  And docs will go into it half of the staff of the Janice general when urgent cares became a reality left emergency medicine and are now practicing exactly what I'm talking about taking care of the not that sick in a controlled fashion in a way they enjoy and there's a huge portion of our specialty that actually the story they tell themselves is that emergency medicine is the safety net for people that don't have other doctors we want to be doing primary care we want to be taking care of these patients and the sick ones someone else could do that so there are people our specialty who have the right stories and community yards already doing everything perfectly as Simon mentioned their job doesn't need to be changed all that needs to be change is get rid of patient satisfaction scores stop telling them that they have to see the not sick patients with some urgency and let them keep doing exactly what they're doing.  And then who takes care of those critically ill patients in the emergency department the E.D.M. folks are not create a new specialty called resuscitation and then that story matches well.  We define ourselves by our stories and when there's a mismatch of discordance between the stories we tell ourselves and reality that leads to cognitive dissonance.  That leads to burnout.  We either need to change the story or change the reality Thank you.  Many.  Thanks.  Thanks go.  Is no a failed hard on.  SCOTT That was interesting.  Really very positive if I feel really good about myself now I'm showing your faith in those.  Of from the room about all these people who can't do the job that they've been trained for.  It's interesting difficult.  Just close your eyes for a second.  Just close your eyes and take yourself back to a time earlier in your life maybe when you're in your late teens or early twenties.  That time when you used to watch T.V. programmes about medicine the mash that we saw in day one E.R. casualty of in the U.K. What kind of doctor or nurse or paramedic would you want to be.  We you know inspired by that ability to look after people regardless of what their problem was to deal with them at their moment of need not when you considered that they were in need when they needed help across a wide spectrum of disease.  If you like me that will be a familial memory.  And that's kind of where emergency medicine is and when we say emergency medicine let's not just think about the doctors because emergency medicine is more than just the doctors in the departments it's all the things that we do and all the people in it.  Now this isn't going to be a cage fight we don't do cage fights in Britain it's it's rude we could do.  If anything boxing but as was described before I came on stage I'm more of a heavyweight and Scott is clearly a lightweight after that last presentation and so.  So that's the script.  That we're sorry about that it was it was like that was that there was I mean it's me putting on weight.  But we do need to pay Scott respects Scott's an excellent speaker he does his research really well I've seen how he proposed talks you've heard him present before and therefore I think it's really careful because you shouldn't discount what Scott.  Says we shouldn't discount it at all and we should think what we need to do is emergency medicine a failed paradigm.  That's a serious question.  He might be right.  Maybe what we need is a revolution we need a revolution in emergency care which is going to change the way that we deal with the people who are out there.  This is a socialist approach.  We have a whole bunch of people out there who need our help and that's why you went into this career and that's why you're still enthused about it and that's why it's still important.  Let's have a look at some facts.  Why do we need a revolution we need a revolution because the number of people who are attending emergency departments at the moment who need to get into the emergency revolution is huge it's getting bigger and bigger each year these are the figures for the U.K. but it's the same around the world just in the hospital seventy five percent of people who get into hospital have to go through emergency care and emergency revolution will give the skills of the people who can so I identify those patients who need to come in and those patients who need to go home they can safely get them into hospital having differentiated them into the groups that they need to go.  Generalists not specialists.  In the U.K. fourteen point six million people will need the help of the revolution in the U.S. it's even worse I'm glad you mentioned Japan because one hundred thirty six million people need this help every year that is the population of Japan attending for emergency care on an annual basis and it's getting more and more every year.  We are we will be and we forever be more popular than Justin Bieber.  But it's not just about that there is something about here about taking you back to the fundamentals of being a clinician who deals with people at their hour of need it doesn't.  Matter whether we consider you suitable to be in our department that's quite a paternalistic ass with attitude we look after people when they need us regardless of whether it's minor injury whether it's mental health whether it's severe injury or whether it's critical illness we can be trained and we can perform and we have been shown that we can perform at our best with all of those groups.  We won't know everything about everybody we don't know everything about every speciality but we will be able to deliver good quality high quality and unique skills to all that come for us.  And this is an idea Scott talks about this concept of the emergency resuscitation and it's quite attractive in a way isn't it this idea that we should have lots and lots of specialists and do we need constant pistis or could we be accused of being something like in a one man band emergency revolutionary being somebody who can do everything for everybody perhaps not brilliant everything or the challenge that you.  Specialists are very good at doing what they would you but patients don't come to us like that patients come to us with a whole range of things it's not always clear what's wrong with them Estie elevation and I that's actually pretty easy to deal with I know what to do with that if it's a severe sepsis is pretty easy and I want to do with that the skill of the emergency revolutionary the emergency revolution will give us the skills to work with and differentiated patients to sift in those areas of care where patients may appear to have a minor illness will have the skills and the ability to spot the serious ones if you've only got a very limited view of the world you won't be able to do that you don't have the breadth of knowledge that breadth of wisdom that helps our patients.  And will be good at this.  The ability to diagnose is the ability to make probabilistic decisions to work with uncertainty as to what specialists do that's a generalist approach and you need a broad church and a broad range of abilities to do that that's why we need a revolution of the mergence emergence failed this is what we need to train our people to do and we will be magpies we will take.  Those technologies from the special Some bring them to the bedside ultrasound interpretation of death diagnostic tests point of care testing that's all within our grasp.  There is nothing that we cannot do which the patient needs at their hour of need.  And like all revolutions this is not just hours not just here in Dublin It's smack but all around the world societies have taken up emergency care and emergency revolution as a thing that they should move forward with if you look around the world over the last few years organizations have come together to say that emergency care is where we need to be an emergency revolution will take place across the world.  It's already happening and back to our public.  They know that we're there they know that we're there for them and we do a good job it's fine for us to say it doesn't work for me but that's not why we're here we're here to serve our population to serve the people who payers and to do a great great job.  Will be revered in song in movies in television everybody thinks we're all.  So Scots.  We need a revolution you're right emergency medicine paradigms are interesting on it is almost by the time you define a paradigm it's gone.  Notice the medicine a few years ago was very different emergency medicine as you describe now is also very different we need something new Perhaps we need a new thing you talked about the specialty resuscitation care I think we can be more broad than that we need to encompass all those things that we do as emergency revolutionaries we need a new faculty I agree with Scott on this he's right we need to embrace those elements that make a special that will really characterize us we need to be the faculty of excellence care kindness.  And emergency revolution and I think it's only fitting that Scott should be the first honorary member of the faculty.  Going.  But it's not just for him it's not just for him if you look under your chair now if you look into every single chair it might be just on the back of the seat in front of you you'll find a smaller and in that on the lope you'll find instructions about I just look your coat on it tells you how to get on to the faculty what.  Nothing.  No money.  Zip.  One of.  Everything I just described is what I mentioned Smetana's.  So we don't need a revolution cause we're already doing this.  And that's the point we don't need a revolution.  Yeah.  That's the point emergency medicine already is an awesome paradigm we just need to follow the journey thanks for your time yeah.  Thank you.  And we started out free debate poll had the yes at eighteen percent a poll creating eighty two percent.  By the end of the debate we had twenty nine percent for us and seventy one percent for noise so what that means is in fact.  On the basis of how much he changed.  But Simon got an offer of marriage from the audience and he does have a right to say you know what I think you mean savage you OK no doubt about it Simon did a great job but.  If you map out the arguments he made in his concert at the debate I think you'll see nothing he's said in any way really address the points I was making because I totally agree with Simon emergency physicians are amazing and they will rise to meet any challenge I'm sure about if there's a way to get it done they'll do it even if it means killing themselves and burning out that's just the nature of the psyche of an emergency physician.  But it doesn't need to be that way so I'm not arguing.  The validity of the people that go into emergency medicine when I'm arguing is the job description.  We write up a job description for this gig that doesn't mesh with reality and if we wrote up an accurate one over some of the people that went into the specialty would get exactly what they were promised and all of a sudden the specially could go to training people on the things we actually need to know things like how to manage essential hypertension things like how to manage diabetes not in the case of patients who are just poorly controlled on their current regimen there is a dying field in the United States called Family Practice that field pretty clearly.  Could fulfill the ideal role in this new vision of an emergency department.  And it wouldn't take away at all from emergency medicine emergency medicine which just have.  A True.  Understanding of what most of the job is it's what the patients want they don't want to make appointments at their doctor they want to be able to go somewhere twenty four hours a day when they're off work when they don't have to take a day off from work and get their meds fills see a doctor that's what they're telling us they want that's what the system wants it's what everyone wants.  It's what we are forced to provide you don't get a choice in which patients come through the door why don't we just make the specialty oriented towards what we actually see.  And you know is the field of resuscitation the specialty the subspecialty of resuscitation a pipe dream no of course not that would be the easiest thing in the world you know make the baseline training emergency medicine and some of the other fields.  And then make the role of these doctors critical care in the critical care on the floor in the hospital outside the I.C.U. out of our procedures the doc in charge of the rapid response team and all of a sudden you've just written a job description that would easily fulfill a number of things a hospital needs and offer the path for the people in emergency medicine the do.  Want to take care of only sick patients at because I always view with the last point I made in my talk the mind set.  To do both may very well exist but it doesn't exist well if you have the mindset to take care of a critically ill patient for seven hours I don't think you have the mindset to prescribe a patients and load a paen when they come in because they couldn't get into the doctor's office there to very different types of mindset and in general the people doing primary care are not the same people doing intensive care and I'm sure there are docs that get both done with exemplary skill.  But I don't know if he should be forced to leave it there I am super curious to hear what you think somehow I think Simon will respond to any comments on the post as well so go over to encrypt out org leave your thoughts tell me I'm totally wrong and I'll hear from you soon I hope Scott.  Guess and bye bye. 
